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Avenger
Bio
Lalindra Sanjeewa Chandrasiri, otherwise known as Avenger, is from Colombo, Sri Lanka.
Born on June 4, 1986 music has been his very passion for quite some time.
Coming to New York to study for school was a chance to quickly grasp the local customs of
his new habitats but taking a different path in life. Beginning to produce music on his own
piano became his main purpose. A man who has come from a country of war doesn’t create
music of protest, frustration, or anger but creates music for his own soul, uplift and the
highest emotion of trance.
Avenger launched such hits as Pegasus, his personal favorite Climax, and the tune that really
made every trance fan girl to wish that the tune was written for her, the popular Phoebe,
signed by Armin Van Buuren’s label ASOT recordings. Other tracks were signed by such
labels as Red Force or ASOT. The artist is quickly gaining the attention of many producers
who are already eager to work with him. Having been influenced by other producers like
Daniel Kandi, Robert Nickson or Nitrous Oxide, Avenger took the challenge to inaugurate
his own type of super trance sound.
Avenger is now creating a template of new signature sounds that other producers are looking
to learn from him.
Avenger is one of the most accessible producers nowadays, being in touch with his fans all
the time and always looking to bring people together with his music.
With a lot of remixes and new productions ready for the future, the artist loves to spend a lot
of time over his music, playing with sounds.
As a DJ he brings out sets of banging tunes for his audience. He meets a lot of people online
thanks to the advancement of 21st century technology and he hopes to meet more of his fans
during his upcoming gigs.
Disco
Releases
Avenger - Pegasus [Red Force] 2009
Avenger - Phoebe / Love In Harmony [A State Of Trance] 2009
Hodel & Avenger - Rebirth [Ask4] 2009
Remixes
Robert Nickson & Daniel Kandi - Rewire (Avenger Remix) [A State Of Trance] 2008
Manvel Ter-Pogosyan feat. Tiff Lacey - Sweet Memories (Avenger Remix) [Amon Vision] 2009
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